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It is rare that I write in a mode that combines the academic and political like this article is going to be. It is even rarer that I give my full titles in an article but this time I have, because what I am about to relate to you, the reader is probably the most important article you will have read from myself to date and I want there to be no doubt in anybody's mind that I now write as a scholar and expert in my field. There will be those that scorn and attack what I say, so the titles are shown in full as a mark of my authority and expertise. These titles are not some airy-fairy award but the result of forty years hard but highly pleasurable labour: a labour of love for a subject and the actors, especially the Romans and British. I began as an amateur but now I am a professional. In many things I am ignorant and do not suffer like so many, from conceit or affectation of knowledge I do not have but in my own field, I think I can safely state I know my stuff, being so familiar with it.

Yesterday, Mr Gordon Brown signed the Reform Treaty establishing the European State. This was no idle signature to some diplomatic spin operation that was simply for the cameras and fawning fools that gathered together in the company of the great and good, or those referred to by Marcus Tullius Cicero, the lawyer, orator and Consul of the Roman Republic as the 'Boni': no indeed this single act is an historical act that I think in times yet to come, should the human race survive and especially our British civilisation under attack as it is by Islamists, aided and abetted by the Brown Government that stupidly and ignorantly appease and even work with these very forces ranged against us, in the mistaken belief they can divide and rule such evil, will be remembered as the greatest betrayal of the United Kingdom and even Europe in the 1500 years, that the name 'Britain or England' has meant something or other to the population of these lands.

Britain has a long ancient pedigree whether it was Celtic 'Pritan', Roman Britannia, English 'Angland' or Georgian 'Greater Britain', or the modern United Kingdom. We are a nation; an island nation of four nations; England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. We are not Europeans. The British Archipelago is a group of islands on the North West coast of France. If anything we are closer in character to the Scandinavian Peoples of Norway and Denmark, not our European 'cousins'. We are also an island race with legal and political conditions very different from those of the Continent. Our culture is also very different directly as a result of that ancient isolation from the European tradition. We are different in racial composition, in our unique sense of history, our attitude to citizenship, but above all, in our attitudes towards the State and our place within it.

Indeed we are quite unique and I do not believe in all seriousness that any other People anywhere in the world, even across the Atlantic have such a unique claim to singularity of existence and specialness as we British do. The only other People with a similar historical claim to uniqueness is the Romans that I admire so much, precisely because they are so much like us with their own
peculiarly self sense of history and destiny; yes we share much in the spiritual plane but also on the
physical socio-cultural one as well as I am about to describe to you. The modern Americans I regard
as an extension of this ancient state of affairs.

The Romans like us did not have a written constitution. Sure enough they had their Tables of Law
written down around 304BC, after threatened rebellion by the plebs and some scholars give dates as
early as 454BC for the original inscription by the Romans but I think this is a mistake and that they
were written down by Appius Claudius Caecus or as he is known, Claudius the Blind. I chose this
year because Rome was fighting for her life against the vicious mountain tribes of the Samnites and
the Romans were not doing very well, including being made to march through the Caudine Forks by
a Samnite victor as a mark of their submission. This was a common practice in the Italian peninsula
that shared a not dissimilar cultural background, that allowed Rome to Romanise and assimilate all of
Italy in time. Rome was by 304BC the dominant power in Italian politics and she was head of all the
various leagues and covenants she had established through war and diplomacy over the 500 years of
her existence. The Samnites had other ideas and threatened Rome in her heartland of Latium but the
problem for Rome was far greater than this. Her tribes were split asunder by political struggles within
the Republic itself and the Samnites knowing this, drove their attack forward with all their might.

The Plebeians or Commoners wanted a share in Government of the respublica. Respublica means
'Public Ways' or 'Common Wealth'. Those terms are familiar to us are they not? Have you never
stopped to wonder why? Well now I shall explain.

Faced with such turmoil within and turmoil without, the more far sighted of the Roman aristocracy,
seeing the suffering and resentment of its Roman Commoners (plebs) at the hands of arbitrary
Roman magistrates and realising too, that these same plebs already withholding themselves from
military service and obligations in protest at this behaviour, saw to it that their demands for parity
with the aristocracy, especially in matters legal resulted in the writing down of the laws of Rome,
that until then had been a closed kept secret among the aristocrats themselves. However, this was not
a written constitution and that only came about hundreds of years later, when Emperor Justinian
codified the laws long after the Western Empire had collapsed. He was a tyrant and like all his kind,
liked to have things in writing so he knew where he stood and where the pleb did not.

Written constitutions are historically speaking, usually instruments of despotism. The Roman legal
system was like the British, slowly evolved over the centuries through custom and usage, by legal
interpretation of judges and lawyers but most importantly a well understood system of Roman
Common Law and traditions known as the 'Mos Maiorum', that everybody understood well enough
was unassailable, just like the British Common Law until very recently, or the American Declaration
of Independence that still relies on Magna Carta before the advent of European 'Corpus Juris', that is
being imposed top down upon us today and that will now become prime law after Brown's signature
on the European Reform Treaty.

Most importantly, The Roman State served the citizens, not the other way round. In Britain and
America too, the state serves the People. The American Declaration of Independence even clearly
says so. Have you ever wondered why?

It is because British and American legal and political practices are direct modern descendants of the
Roman Republican system of Common Law. For example the only law that the ancient Anglo
Saxons could copy in their time was the still extant Roman Law. Roman Law established that a
citizen had the right to trial before a jury. So does the British and American today. The Corpus Juris system being imposed upon us today by this awful Reform Treaty is based upon Napoleonic Continental systems of law that allowed inquisitorial methods of trial, not by jury of one's peers but professional bureaucrats or magistrates appointed by the state for the protection of the state, not the People.

Trial by jury was an important aspect of a Roman citizens liberty as it is ours today in Britain and America. Europe's Corpus Juris submits the Citizen to the state, while Common Law submits the Subject/Citizen to the judgment of his peers but the state and its officials to the Subject/Citizen. This entire principle was reaffirmed in Magna Carta and when, the Settlements of 1689 and 1701 established the Hanoverian on the English Throne after the Golden Revolution of 1688.

In the Roman system or respublica, it was motions tabled and passed in the People's Assembly called plebiscita, that were binding on all Romans of all classes, not the 'mandates' of the Senate that even though it was composed of elder experienced former magistrates, was under the Roman system an advisory body only. The Senate passed a motion called a senatus consultum. The latter 'Consultum' speaks volumes does it not? Of course there were those that through their position and expertise, thought that the Senate should rule and that the plebs should know their place, especially in matters of foreign affairs. This area of expertise was acceded to by the largely ignorant commoners over time, so that it became part of the ancient mos maiorum or ancient traditional ways of doing things in the Roman respublica or Commonwealth. Those that went against it were guilty of nova res (new ways) and probably maiestas, that made it treason to challenge the ancient majesty of the Senate and People of Rome.

That SPQR corporate logo was no idle boast either. Let's look at the meaning of the 'Senate and People of Rome' for a while shall we? This is especially important in respect of the attitude that should be taken towards the Reform Treaty and those that have signed it, the consequences for which, if I am correct will be very unpleasant in the short term for us the British People but if we should win the argument over our national future, in the long term for Messrs Brown and Miliband that signed away it and our Sovereignty with it.

The Senate and People of Rome! Senatus Popolusque Romanus! What a wonderful conception. A Commonwealth of Aristocracy and Commons. Together they made up the State. Cicero called it the 'Commonwealth' in fact and more than one Greek historian praised the Roman 'Constitution' as a balanced entity very unlike the political affairs in their own polis or city state.

The Roman Citizen was king of his own affairs too. He was freed from arbitrary punishment by the existence of People's Tribunes, whose persons were sanctified by the State and gods as inviolate and these men could intercede on behalf of any citizen and even impose their veto on any legislation passed in the concilium plebes or People's Assembly and even in the Senate, should a consultum be against the established way of doing things. The Senate discussed the motion before sending it to the Assembly and then the plebs in tribes voted for it, or against it. That was the way things were done. But remember the Senate was only an advisory body in Roman law, dating as it did as an advisory body from days of the Kings that were expelled in 509BC.

The first Consuls or rather praetors had come from the Senate and it had established its prestige over the hundreds of years of its existence, as the repository of the way things were done and religious, legal and political expertise that gave it customary authority. The Latin for prestige is dignitas but the
authority based upon that ancient respect is *auctoritas* from whence our own word 'authority' stems. Even so, under Roman law, evolved over the centuries through custom, usage and legal decision in courts of law and by the Romans in tribal session, voting on Senatorial Consulta, the Roman Commoners or People were the true authority in the State. It was the Senate and People together that made up the Republic not by themselves. Laws were enacted and passed by the People in their assemblies of which there was more than one but for our case, the People's Assembly is the most important. The Roman senior aristocracy was a closed caste called the Patriciate founded long ago in the past and these were forbidden to vote in the People's Assembly. They married among themselves too, through a strict form of marriage in which divorce was impossible.

The Roman system then was far more like the British and American. The state served the People not the other way round. The law was also to protect the citizen from arbitrary state behaviour, not as in Europe to protect the Executive from the citizen. This is something that we share with the ancient Roman. It also, I believe explains our national outlook and attitude towards liberty and authority. Like the Roman it works exceptionally well. That is until now when our politicians tasked to serve us, have handed us over to a legal and political system that dates from the codification of Roman Law by Justinian.

Europe practices Roman late imperial totalitarian law that we archaeologists call the Dominate, that evolved after the Principate of Augustus, who as *primus inter pares* (first citizen) rather than the despotic semi divine Justinian, ruled the Republic after the civil wars and Actium. The two systems are so far evolved apart throughout the actions and eddies of history, that today they are utterly antithetical, even anathema to British and American traditions that have also evolved in their own right over the centuries. In short the the two systems are utterly alien and opposed. And I predict when the full force of Corpus Juris hits Britain and its population next year, serious civil unrest and even worse will be the result as it was in Rome itself, when politicians went against the accepted ways and traditions of the Roman system, established over centuries through law, custom and tradition. That saw a hundred and more years of civil wars leading in time to the establishment of the Imperial Roman era. Magna Carta was established in similar conditions.

I predict that should our elite pass this awful instrument, the EU Reform Treaty into law that is nothing less than the rehashed Constitution rejected two years past, blood will flow in quantity. This is to be avoided at all costs if we can do so! But it will take a huge popular reaction bottom up. I still think that can be done peacefully.

Already Police have arrested people for seemingly ridiculous crimes like selling Golliwigs, displaying pigs, criticising religion, even politicians; even our rubbish collections are subject to ridiculous almost comical laws. Cameras spy on us wherever we look, our details are demanded by officials before we travel and there are calls for ID cards: all totally foreign to Britain. These are all things that European populations have been long used to. We the British are not! We will find it hard to adjust; very hard indeed. Our psyches and attitudes based on totally different traditions will instinctively reject them involuntarily, because we are not formed and schooled by these Continental historical traditions of service to the State in a British system that does the opposite. Even worse the Reform Treaty is a far harsher version of the existing Continental system and bears a chilling resemblance to the 1936/1977 Soviet Russian Constitution, both of which I have read.

I suspect that before long Britons will be saying like the Roman 'Civis Romanus Sum!' I am a Roman Citizen! Civis Britannicus Sum!
As for Messrs Brown and Miliband, both have committed *Maiestas* and assaulted the ancient majesty of the Sovereign Queen Elizabeth, by denying she and her heirs their national demesne and title under the Treason Acts and Magna Carta but just as importantly, knowingly or at least in sublime ignorant arrogance the future of the British People, they are sworn to serve by tenure of office and the oaths of allegiance they swore to the Crown.

Common Law is superior to statute Law and Acts cannot be repealed like those that Mr Blair did in respect of Treason laws, as these are at Common Law. These are the basis of our Sovereign's legitimacy. Therefore those laws still exist, as do the death penalties that are the punishment for the contravention of such laws. I have researched this and sought wider expert opinion and it is confirmed.

Likewise the police and other military and public servants that obey rather the laws of the EU are guilty in like manner. Those that will swear loyalty to the new Eurostate will also guilty of Treason. Think upon that perhaps and consider your actions and their consequences if you are one of these.

Magna Carta states clearly, that the People have the right and obligation to disobey a corrupt Government that have taken to themselves privileges and authority that is not theirs to take. They are not the state but the Executive under Common Law of the People, namely us for we are the State not they. This is bad enough but to sell us over to a foreign power is worst of all!

We the British People loyal to our Sovereign, Her Majesty Queen Elisabeth II and Her heirs, command you to cease your business now or suffer the full consequences of the Common Laws of the United Kingdom.

Let Right be Done!

Ironically 'Majesty' comes from Latin maiestas...the dignity and majesty of the British people perhaps?
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